Abstract -The algorithm of multiple-unit target acquisition against the background of structurally similar disturbance and the method of algorithm analysis have been proposed. The proposed algorithm allows increasing of the signal detection accuracy within close sources of disturbances even in cases when disturbances are not set according to the angular coordinates.
I. INTRODUCTION
The forming problem of the optimal algorithm of signal detection in the radio detector with synthesized aperture with the presence of the clutter reflections from the local objects and the development of the efficiency estimation method of such detection is the main problem in the designing and building of the remote sensing systems of earth and water surfaces by the air and satellite observational platforms with synthesized aperture.
II. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
Devoted to the problems of signal processing within the radar station with the synthesized aperture (SAR) papers [1, 2] pay great attention to the research of the detection algorithms under interferences caused by the reflection from the underlying surface and noises. SAR antenna pattern in some practical situations along with the valid signal reflected from the multiple-unit target has rather powerful interfering signals produced by the reflections from the interfering objects. Therefore, in these cases the processing algorithm should be formed accounting both the distribution target character and the interference presence. The determination of the main principles of algorithm forming and the analysis methods present the content of this paper.
Suppose, the side-looking radar moves along the linear path. The range resolution cell has the valid and interfering signals formed by the separate reflectors which are distant at d i S (i = 1, n ) and d i I (i = 1, N ) from the coordinate origin and n and N -the numbers of signal and interfering reflectors respectively (Fig. 1) . Under the discrete time processing the vector of the observed data is presented in the following form:
where
-(M×n) matrix consisting of vectors
setting the phase signal distribution reflected from i-target element on the points of synthesized aperture with the coordinates r k , k = 1, M (λ -wavelength); A S and A I -(n×1) and (N×1) vectors of complex signal (interference) amplitude which are normal random variables with zero mathematical expectations and dispersion σ Si 2 and σ Ii 2 respectively; matrix β I is determined similarly to (2) and (3), N G -the complex amplitude vector of gaussian noise. Recording the observed data in the form (1), the quadric form is a sufficient statistics for the detection of the valid signal
where θ = R I -1 -R SI -1 -the processing weight function,
the correlation matrixes of vector (1) with or without the valid signal
where * -complex conjugation, T -transpose sign, E -identity matrix, next count the noise dispersion without the loss of generality σ N 2 = 1.
Using Woodbury formula for the determination of the optimal weight function write the equation of the sufficient statistics in the following form
p lt -the matrix element (11). The schematic structure with the optimal algorithm (10) is shown on Fig. 2 .
The main functional operation in (13):
is chirp demodulation and discrete Fourier transform (DFT) estimated for the spatial frequencies 2d i /λR 0 , corresponding to all the elements of target (interferences).
The spectral components which correspond to the interferences are estimated accounting the penetration of interferences into the signal channels and subtracted from the complex amplitudes of signal spatial harmonics. The quadric form of the output voltage of signal channels allows accounting of signal interpenetration from different target elements into the adjacent channels.
The implementation of optimal processing (10)-(14) substantially increases the detection efficiency of smallsize objects against the powerful interfering reflections. Therefore, with the interference (the interference-noise
3 ), the angular direction which matches with the main leaf border of synthesized antenna pattern in the half power level, the gain of the signal-tonoise ratio with the optimal processing is more than 23 dB in comparison with the agreed processing usually used in SAR. This case the expected measurement accuracy of interference coordinates does not exceed 5-10% width of the main antenna pattern lobe.
III. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
The relative gain of the optimal processing in comparison with the traditional one in SAR does not allow the estimation of the absolute values of the detection characteristics with multiple-unit sources of signals and interferences. On the other hand, the exact calculation of these characteristics is connected with the significant calculating difficulties caused in the determination and integration of distributed statistics (10). Therefore, the efficiency estimation of the considered algorithm uses the method based on Chernoff bound [3] according to which the probabilities of correct detection and false alarm are counted on the formulae:
(18) ν(s) and ν(s) -the first and second derivatives of (18), sthe dummy argument, γ -the number of independent tests (for SAR -the number of used frequencies with multi frequency probing or of the number of non-coherent summed synthesized images with partly coherent SAR working order), P(Y/(I+S)), P(Y/I) -the probabilities density of the observed vector with the presence or absence of the valid signal. According to the case of the present paper the formula (18) has the following form . The presented curves demonstrate that even with the target or interference within the main leaf of synthesized antenna pattern (q < 1) the probability of correct decision P D > 0,9 with q < 1. The placement of interference source elements within the first two DP leaves (curve 4) P D > 0,9 with q < 0,1, that testifies the high efficiency of optimal processing. 
